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Semiannual Listening Session 

CAP/C Listening Session 



“My experience with DMA and the CAP/C program from 

early 2016 up to today are like night and day. Learning of 

potential cuts to vital services last year was very 

concerning and frightening to my family. My 8-year old 

daughter is medically fragile. Any reduction to my 

daughter’s services put her life at risk and could create a 

serious strain on our family. The proposed changes made 

me realize the disconnect between the staff at DMA and 

the families and children who rely on these services.  As a 

direct result of this effort, I cofounded a non-profit called 

Advocates for Medically Fragile Kids NC whose primary 

mission is to fight for the welfare of our state’s medically 

fragile children…” 
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“�I feel things are starting to improve, though there is room for even 

greater partnership. DMA’s willingness to engage and communicate with 

families, and based on new information change their course of action is a 

tangible sign of this improving partnership.  We went from having no 

formal communication plan with DMA to establishing monthly workgroup 

meetings.  As a parent of a medically fragile child, being able to provide 

input to help create a new waiver for our medically fragile children was 

incredibly empowering and invaluable to other families who simply didn’t 

have a voice. 

I believe DMA has been and continues to work hard to make things right. I 

am hopeful that DMA will continue to improve on their communication with 

families, which will ultimately lead to making the best decisions possible 

for our state’s medically fragile children.  One area of improvement is to 

continue to focus on relentlessly educating DMA staff about the new 

waiver criteria so that children are receiving the services they need and 

children who qualify for this program aren’t being wrongfully denied. I am 

happy to say that my daughter is receiving all the care and support that 

she needs from the CAP/C program. My non-profit foundation co-founders 

and I greatly appreciate all the hard work that DMA has put in to make 

things right for the families and thousands of medically fragile children 

who rely on CAP/C.”  Natalie Weaver



• July 2016 – Statewide stakeholder engagement activities 

to plan the design of a comprehensive waiver that would 

meet the needs of medically-fragile children using 

multiple resources of formal and informal services 

• December 2016 - CAP/C waiver was submitted for review 

and approval to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 

Services (CMS)

• February 2017- CAP/C waiver was approved by CMS 

First CAP/C beneficiary specific training 

• March 2017- Renewed CAP/C waiver 
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Our Journey 
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• Person-centered planning 

• Expandable modifications budgets

• Expanded respite hours

• New waiver services – participant goods and services and 

assistive technology

• Consumer direction 

• The need for only one waiver service when at-risk needs 

are identified

• IT business system that manages waiver workflow and 

allows interactive collaboration of providers and 

beneficiaries 
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CAP/C Waiver Highlights
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• Engagement and communication initiatives
–Engagement: 

oBiannual listening sessions –April and October

oCAP/C beneficiary-specific waiver training

oWeekly office hours for private discussions about your needs

–Communication: 

oWaiver management tool; CAP/C training PowerPoint

oReference guide for waiver services

oNotification letter with next steps on waiver participation

oBeneficiary listserv: Real-time delivery
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• Collaborative interactive service provision:
–Both waiver and non-waiver services are approved for children

–Service providers meet with the family on a quarterly basis to 

discuss successes, needs, likes and dislikes. This meeting is 

called a Multidisciplinary Treatment (MDT) meeting.

• Person-centered planning 
–Personal care type needs are planned per needs of the family and 

not based on a formula

–Use of respite and vacation time that meet family needs

–Care needs are planned on an average budget 

–Ability to receive services in the community    
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Differences in New and Old Waivers
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• Medically-complex children under age 21

• Children who are determined to be at risk of permanent 

placement in long-term hospital placement or nursing 

facility 

• Children who qualify for Medicaid in the following 

categories:
–Medicaid for the Blind or Disabled

–Medicaid for children experiencing foster care or who have been 

adopted. 
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Who is eligible to receive CAP/C services now?
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Through No Wrong Door:

• In-person or by phone at the local Department of Social 

Services or a case management agency

• By mail 

• Online

• Provider agency such as In-Home Aide or Home Health 

Agency

• Staff at a hospital, clinic or doctor’s office 
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How do I access CAP/C services? 
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• Accessing services through no wrong door

• Identifying innovative ways to meet needs of medically-

complex children

• Delivering person-centered quality services 
–Cost effective 

–Efficient

• Assuring community integration 

• Protecting and planning for health, safety and well-being

• Promoting real-time interaction with service providers 

and DMA
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DMA Objectives for the Renewed Waiver
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• Case Management Agency at the local office
–Provides case management to maintain community placement

• Local Department of Social Services
–Makes decisions about your Medicaid eligibility 

• DMA
–Oversees the management of the program and provides a team 

of nurses and social workers to review clinical and social needs to 

develop a CAP/C service plan
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Support Team
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New CAP/C Waiver Services
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• In-Home Aide 
–Provides hands-on assistance for CAP beneficiaries with a 

minimum of two extensive ADLs and are unable to perform 

certain tasks independently. 

• Pediatric Nurse Aide
–A service for CAP beneficiaries who require extensive hands-on 

assistance  according to 10A NCAC 13J .0901 10A NCAC 13J .0901 10A NCAC 13J .0901 10A NCAC 13J .0901 with: 

•More than three Activities of Daily Living (ADL); 

•At least two nurse aide II tasks; and

•More than one ADL and have medical or cognitive impairment. 

• Respite
–Provides short-term support to a family caring for a CAP 

beneficiary. It can be used as day, evening, or overnight care to 

meet a range of beneficiary needs such as caregiver relief.
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Personal Care Type Services 
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• Care Management
–Directs and manages the special health care, social, 

environmental, financial and emotional needs of a CAP 

beneficiary in order to maintain the beneficiary’s health, safety,

and well-being and for continual community integration.

• Financial Management
–Services are provided for CAP beneficiaries who are directing their 

own care to ensure that consumer-directed funds outlined in the 

service plan are managed and distributed as intended. 

• Community Transition
–Pays for necessary expenses for a CAP beneficiary to establish a 

basic living arrangement when transitioning from an institutional 

setting to a community setting.
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• Participants Goods and Services
–Provides equipment or supplies not otherwise provided through 

this CAP or through the Medicaid State Plan.

• Training, Education, and Consulting Services
–Provides training, orientation and treatment regimens regarding 

the nature of the illness or disability and its impact on the 

beneficiary and family or the individual (such as family members, 

neighbors, friends, personal care assistant, or companions) who 

provide care. 
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Supportive Services 
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• Assistive Technology
–Includes items, product systems, supplies and equipment that are 

not covered by State Plan Home Health or Durable Medical 

Equipment and Supplies

• Home Accessibility and Adaptation
–Equipment and physical adaptations or minor renovations, as 

identified during an assessment, to enhance the CAP 

beneficiary's mobility, safety, and independence in the primary 

private residence. 

–This service often plays a key role in preventing 

institutionalization.
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Modification Type Services 
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• Specialized Medical Equipment and Supplies
–Adaptive Tricycles:Adaptive Tricycles:Adaptive Tricycles:Adaptive Tricycles: A durable medical equipment used for the 

development of gross motor skills, range of motion, improved 

endurance, etc.

–Vehicular transport vest:Vehicular transport vest:Vehicular transport vest:Vehicular transport vest: A durable medical equipment for safe 

transport. 

• Vehicle Modification
–Enables increased independence and physical safety through safe 

transport. 

–Adaptations, alterations, installation, service, etc., to a 

unmodified motor vehicle which is the beneficiary’s primary 

means of transportation. 
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Modification Type Services 
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Open listening period 
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Questions & Answers
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Q: What are the three primary categories (requirements) Q: What are the three primary categories (requirements) Q: What are the three primary categories (requirements) Q: What are the three primary categories (requirements) 

for CAP/C eligibility? for CAP/C eligibility? for CAP/C eligibility? for CAP/C eligibility? What What What What is the definition of “medically is the definition of “medically is the definition of “medically is the definition of “medically 

fragile”?fragile”?fragile”?fragile”?

A: 

A: primary medical (physical rather than psychological, behavioral, cognitive, or developmental) 

diagnosis(es) to include chronic diseases or conditions such as chronic cardiovascular disease, 

chronic pulmonary disease, congenital anomalies, chronic disease of the alimentary system, chronic 

endocrine and metabolic disorders, chronic infectious disease, chronic musculoskeletal conditions, 

chronic neurological disorders, chronic integumentary disease, chronic renal disease, genetic 

disorders, oncologic and hematologic disorders. 

B. A serious, ongoing illness or chronic condition requiring prolonged hospitalization (more than 10 

calendar-days, or three (3) hospital admissions) within 12 months, ongoing medical treatments 

(refer to Appendix F Appendix F Appendix F Appendix F Glossary of CAP terms), nursing interventions, or any combination of these that 

must be provided by a registered nurse or medical doctor; and 

C. A need for life-sustaining devices such as endotracheal tube, ventilator, suction machines, dialysis 

machine, Jejunostomy Tube and Gastrostomy Tube, oxygen therapy, cough assist device, and chest 

PT vest; or care to compensate for the loss of bodily function. 
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Q: Why is there a requirement to be hospitalized once a year or Q: Why is there a requirement to be hospitalized once a year or Q: Why is there a requirement to be hospitalized once a year or Q: Why is there a requirement to be hospitalized once a year or 

multiple doctor visits in order to qualify for as medically fragile?multiple doctor visits in order to qualify for as medically fragile?multiple doctor visits in order to qualify for as medically fragile?multiple doctor visits in order to qualify for as medically fragile?

A: This waiver targets medically fragile children and one of the 

qualifying conditions is frequency of hospital admissions to 

manage medical condition.  

Q: If a CAP/C beneficiary outlives the disease life expectancy, Q: If a CAP/C beneficiary outlives the disease life expectancy, Q: If a CAP/C beneficiary outlives the disease life expectancy, Q: If a CAP/C beneficiary outlives the disease life expectancy, 

will their CAP/C or PDN benefits be terminated?will their CAP/C or PDN benefits be terminated?will their CAP/C or PDN benefits be terminated?will their CAP/C or PDN benefits be terminated?

A: An annual assessment is completed to identify need and 

risks and determination is made for ongoing waiver 

participation based on health and safety without the waiver. 
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Q: If a previously modified vehicle is totaled can a new Q: If a previously modified vehicle is totaled can a new Q: If a previously modified vehicle is totaled can a new Q: If a previously modified vehicle is totaled can a new 

vehicle be modified?vehicle be modified?vehicle be modified?vehicle be modified?

A: The beneficiary should have insurance coverage. A 

request may be made for consideration. 

Q: Will CAP/C cover the cost for repairs of modified Q: Will CAP/C cover the cost for repairs of modified Q: Will CAP/C cover the cost for repairs of modified Q: Will CAP/C cover the cost for repairs of modified 

vehicles?vehicles?vehicles?vehicles?

A: A request may be made for consideration and a 

decision will be made per policy guidelines. 
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Q: What are the changes to those being moved to PDN?Q: What are the changes to those being moved to PDN?Q: What are the changes to those being moved to PDN?Q: What are the changes to those being moved to PDN?

A:  A private duty nursing certification period was entered 

for all children previously receiving CAP nursing. The hours 

of nursing will continue in the amount, frequency and 

duration through the next annual assessment. 

Q: Will PDN allow choice of which nursing agency Q: Will PDN allow choice of which nursing agency Q: Will PDN allow choice of which nursing agency Q: Will PDN allow choice of which nursing agency 

accompanies the child to public school?accompanies the child to public school?accompanies the child to public school?accompanies the child to public school?

A: The PDN department will be able to address this 

question.

Q: Under PDN, will participants be grandfathered at the Q: Under PDN, will participants be grandfathered at the Q: Under PDN, will participants be grandfathered at the Q: Under PDN, will participants be grandfathered at the 

same for 1 year, then changes will be implemented?same for 1 year, then changes will be implemented?same for 1 year, then changes will be implemented?same for 1 year, then changes will be implemented?

A: An annual reassessment is conducted on all waiver 

beneficiaries. This annual assessment will inform of 

ongoing needs and service limits.
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Q: Who should a parent contact if a referral is denied?Q: Who should a parent contact if a referral is denied?Q: Who should a parent contact if a referral is denied?Q: Who should a parent contact if a referral is denied?

A: You may contact the DMA nurse consultant. 

Q: Are appeal rights provided with every denial letter? How Q: Are appeal rights provided with every denial letter? How Q: Are appeal rights provided with every denial letter? How Q: Are appeal rights provided with every denial letter? How 

can adverse decisions be appealed?can adverse decisions be appealed?can adverse decisions be appealed?can adverse decisions be appealed?

A: Yes; submit the appeal form to the address on the form 

within the specified time listed in the adverse notice.

Q: When eQ: When eQ: When eQ: When e----CAP recommends as adverse decision, what CAP recommends as adverse decision, what CAP recommends as adverse decision, what CAP recommends as adverse decision, what 

criteria does the nurse consultant have to review? How can criteria does the nurse consultant have to review? How can criteria does the nurse consultant have to review? How can criteria does the nurse consultant have to review? How can 

we be sure requests are not “rubber stamped” as denied in we be sure requests are not “rubber stamped” as denied in we be sure requests are not “rubber stamped” as denied in we be sure requests are not “rubber stamped” as denied in 

an effort to process requests?an effort to process requests?an effort to process requests?an effort to process requests?

A: An RN exception review is conducted. A number of steps 

are taken to ensure policy compliance. 
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Q: Will families that have received a denial but no information Q: Will families that have received a denial but no information Q: Will families that have received a denial but no information Q: Will families that have received a denial but no information 
regarding the appeal process be issued a new denial letter with the regarding the appeal process be issued a new denial letter with the regarding the appeal process be issued a new denial letter with the regarding the appeal process be issued a new denial letter with the 
DMA language?DMA language?DMA language?DMA language?

A: Yes

Q: Are respite hours distributed per family or per beneficiary?Q: Are respite hours distributed per family or per beneficiary?Q: Are respite hours distributed per family or per beneficiary?Q: Are respite hours distributed per family or per beneficiary?

A: Respite hours are distributed per family. 

Q: Are adaptive car seats covered under vehicle modifications Q: Are adaptive car seats covered under vehicle modifications Q: Are adaptive car seats covered under vehicle modifications Q: Are adaptive car seats covered under vehicle modifications 
services? What is the dollar amount?services? What is the dollar amount?services? What is the dollar amount?services? What is the dollar amount?

A: Adaptive car seats are covered under specialized medical 
equipment. Requests require a certification of medical necessity, 
assignment requirements, and quotes. 

Q: When will statewide assistive technology demonstrations begin?Q: When will statewide assistive technology demonstrations begin?Q: When will statewide assistive technology demonstrations begin?Q: When will statewide assistive technology demonstrations begin?

A:  Projected timeline- July/August 2017.
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